Abstract
INTRODUCTION
Batteries are the inevitable part of portable electronic devices nowadays. So a battery management system is necessary to perform cell balancing which will help to provide optimal usage of power supplied by batteries. Cells may get overcharged or undercharged due to several conditions. To equalize the charge in each cell, several methods of balancing are used. Some of the methods are self-balancing, passive balancing and active balancing. Passive balancing, which is energy consuming method using resistors is simple and cost effective [1] . Active elements like inductor or capacitor are used to transfer excess energy which will increase the size of the system, loss and electromagnetic interference [2] , [3] . A resonant switched capacitor converter has already been used in balancing batteries [4] . This converter is suitable only for high voltage level balancing applications rather than low voltage balancing. Balancing will not give a zero voltage gap between cells.
So a modified battery balancing scheme [5] is introduced, as shown in the fig. 1 , to overcome the above mentioned problems. A quasi-resonant switched capacitor is used to attain a zero voltage gap between the cells. The inductor used in this circuit is very small compared to previous methods of balancing. So cost is also reduced in this type of balancing. Voltage monitoring is not necessary in this circuit and control part became so simple. Since zero current switching is used, losses are avoided and in turn efficiency is increased.
The system in the above mentioned paper has two switches connected across each cell which is supposed to work complementary to each other. Since triggering pulse to one switch is given by inverting other switch's triggering pulse there is a possibility of battery getting short circuit. Fig. 2 shows the short circuit possibility of battery in the system.
Fig -1 Resonant Switched-Capacitor Cell Balancing System
To overcome this situation a modified charge equalizer is proposed in this paper which helps to create a dead time between the switching pulses using a dead time circuit to avoid any damage possibility. When a battery is short circuited, there is nothing in the electrical path to limit the current flow except the resistance of the conductor and the internal resistance of the battery. Both of these values are so small that their effects on the circuit are negligible. So if we assume the resistance of the short circuit is 0 ohms (it will be almost 0 ohms in applied theory), then the current in the circuit will continue to rise until the conductor shorting the circuit or the battery itself is destroyed. This will happen extremely quickly and will potentially cause harm or death to any bystanders.
FEATURES OF THE POPOSED SYSTEM
Cells are connected in series to make a string. Two switches are connected across each cell. A resonant tank is connected to the system to make it series to the battery. So it is called a series resonant tank. A load is also connected across the battery to make it a complete cell balancing system. Cell balancing system consists of four main blocks such as cell module, switch module, series resonant tank module and control circuit. Control circuit helps to create a dead time for the pulses generated so that it can avoid short circuit possibilities which in turn create damage for the battery. 
__________________________________________________________________________________________
In the beginning of charging or discharging, zero current switching is occur. Therefore switching loss will be reduced thus efficiency increases. The condition for zero current switching is achieved making the resonant frequency equivalent to the integer multiple of switching frequency.
Also in practical applications the internal resistance and voltage drop across the switches are considered since the voltage drop across the switches are small. The total internal resistance of the circuit is the sum of the internal resistance of the one battery cell, resonant tank's internal resistance and the on resistance of two MOSFET's.
To achieve zero voltage gap between cells the following conditions must be satisfied. 1) Voltage drop across the switches should be small. This can be achieved through synchronous trigger pattern control. This controlling avoids the higher voltage drop caused by the bypass diodes. 2) By using resonant tank the voltage across switched capacitor should be greater than the voltage across the higher voltage cell at the end of charging and it must be lower than the voltage of the lower voltage cell at the end of discharging.
There are two other problems that also should be considered for a battery balancing system; efficiency and cell balancing time. Total internal resistance and oscillation are affected by efficiency. But total internal resistance is a constant value and cannot be changed. Oscillations can be reduced by using small inductors, also switching frequency and resonant frequency can be made equal. Battery balancing time can be reduced by using large capacitor as switched capacitor. This is because the amount of charges transferred from one cell to another in each switching cycle is proportional to the value of switched capacitor. The relationship is;
 is the charge that is transferred from one cell to another in one switching cycle.
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Fig -7 Multiple cell balancing system 
SIMULATION
Simulation is performed on a two cell charge equalizer system using PSIM9.0. Simulation was carried out for the zero-current switching switched-capacitor cell balancing circuit and results are compared with simulation output of the proposed system. Cells are represented as capacitor of values 10F and having initial values of 3.6V and 3.4V respectively. Switches used are MOSFETs working with the help of complementary synchronous triggering signals. To avoid overlapping of switches a dead time circuit is designed and used in the control circuit of the system. It is shown in the fig. 16 given below. The gap between the pulses is the dead time.
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Fig -16
Waveform showing dead time between triggering pulses
CONCLUSIONS
In this system control part is easier and no need of monitoring arrangements which will reduce system cost and maintenance. At the same time it will balance the system accurately and achieves zero voltage gap between cells. This system can be used in low voltage applications also to balance the cells. In the proposed system a modified control circuit is used to avoid overlapping of the switches in the equalizer. This makes the system more reliable and safe to handle.
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